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s u m m a r y
The TRMM Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) system underwent an important upgrade in
early 2013, at which the newest Version-7 TMPA products were formally released. In this study, the
TMPA successive versions, original Version-6 and current Version-7, were evaluated and intercompared
by using independent gauge observation networks for a 7-yr (2003–09) period over two representative
basins in China at different latitude bands. The TMPA products studied are the Version-6 and Version7 real-time 3B42RT estimates (RTV6 and RTV7) and post-real-time 3B42 estimates (V6 and V7). Assessments indicate that RTV7 represents a substantial improvement over RTV6 with respect to the systematic
bias in the low-latitude Mishui basin, reaching similar accuracy levels as with the gauge-adjusted
research products. But, such improvement was not found in the high-latitude Laohahe basin, suggesting
that the current Version 7 TMPA real-time estimates still have much room for improvement at high latitudes. On the other hand, the post-real-time research product V7, which is expected to provide better
precipitation information for water resources management in ungauged regions, generally outperforms
V6 over both gauged basins and has the best performance among the four standard TMPA estimates.
The seasonal analyses show that the new Version-7 algorithm notably reduces the bias between TMPA
and observations during winter months for the low-latitude Mishui basin, but fails to effectively alleviate
the serious overestimation for winter precipitation occurring in the high-latitude Laohahe basin. The
study also reveals that all the TMPA products signiﬁcantly underestimate high rain rates over the Mishui
basin, especially for strong typhoon events during summer. Thus, caution should be exercised when
applying the current Version-7 TMPA products for simulation and prediction of hydrologic extremes
associated with heavy rainfall, such as ﬂoods or landslides.
Ó 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The growing availability of high-resolution satellite precipitation products provides hydrologists with tremendous opportunities to improve hydrological process simulation and ﬂood
prediction capacity in medium to large river basins, especially in
the developing countries and remote regions where in situ
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measurement networks are sparse (Anagnostou, 2004; Hong
et al., 2006; Hossain and Lettenmaier, 2006; Ebert et al., 2007;
Gourley et al., 2010; Yong et al., 2010; Bitew and Gebremichael,
2011; Wang et al., 2012; Xue et al., 2013; Yong et al., 2013a; among
many others). As a prelude to the forthcoming Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM) mission (http://pmm.nasa.gov/GPM), the current operational TRMM Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis
(TMPA), which combines low-Earth orbiting passive microwave
(PMW, with better retrievals) data and geostationary infrared (IR,
with excellent sampling) data from almost all available precipitation-related satellite platforms, is intended to produce the best
estimates of quasi-global precipitation (50° N–S). In the present
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implementation, the standard TMPA products are available at
0.25°  0.25°, 3-hourly resolution in both real-time (i.e., TMPART) and post-real-time (i.e., research quality product) to accommodate different needs for a wide range of researchers and users
(Huffman et al., 2007).
During the past 10 years, the TMPA algorithm produced at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC) has undergone three major upgrades
due to the new sensors used and algorithmic upgrades. First, Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) on Aqua and three Advanced Microwave Sounding
Unit-B (AMSU-B) sensors onboard the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)-series satellites (NOAA-15, -16, -17)
were introduced into the PMW mosaics in the TMPA algorithm
on 3 February 2005. The use of AMSR-E and AMSU-B nearly doubles the typical combined microwave coverage from the 50° N–S
latitude band from 45% to nearly 80% (Huffman et al., 2007). This
has resulted in improvements in the performance of TMPA realtime estimates by reducing the errors associated with the inadequate samples by combining PMW information from three prior
NOAA Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES)
Satellites (Su et al., 2011; Yong et al., 2012). Second, Version-6 of
the TMPA real-time products was released on 17 February 2009.
Compared to the original Version 5, one primary feature of Version-6 is that a climatological calibration algorithm (CCA) was applied in TMPA’s real-time estimates so as to reduce the systematic
bias. For this new calibration procedure, the developers determined a local histogram matching of 3 hourly 2A12 (TRMM Microwave Imager, or TMI) to 2B31 (TRMM Combined Instrument, or
TCI) and ratio adjustment of TCI to 3B43V6 (another monthly
TRMM product), computed from 10 years of coincident data to
establish the climatology for each calendar month. Then, the
TMI-TCI and TCI-3B43 calibrations are successively applied to the
Version 5 TMPA-RT estimates to create the calibrated precipitation
ﬁeld in the Version-6 TMPA-RT datasets. As a result, the systematic
errors in the TMPA-RT estimates were generally alleviated over
land from the global perspective (Huffman et al., 2010). A detailed
description regarding the above two revisions of TMPA can be
found in Yong et al. (2012, 2013b).
The last crucial upgrade for TMPA system occurred on 25 June
2012, on which the Version-7 of the TMPA real-time products
was released. Relative to original Version-6, the new Version-7
TMPA system has more-substantial upgrades: (1) The Special Sensor Microwave Imager Sounder (SSMIS) on Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP) F-16 satellites were incorporated into
TMPA-RT, which is anticipated to further improve the data accuracy of microwave precipitation estimates. (2) The new Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC V2.2) full analysis,
substituting the old GPCC monitoring product before April 2005
and the Climate Assessment and Monitoring System (CAMS) analysis thereafter used in Version-6, is employed as the gauge analysis
of CCA in the TMPA-RT and the month-to-month gauge adjustments in the research product 3B42V7. The GPCP V2.2 includes a
slight upgrade to the gauge analysis input datasets, particularly
over China. In November 2012, unfortunately, the AMSU data were
omitted in the ﬁrst release of TMPA precipitation estimates including the TMPA-RT data series (3B40RT, 3B41RT, and 3B42RT) and
the ofﬁcial Version-7 research products (3B42V7 and 3B43V7).
Afterward, the TMPA developers quickly corrected this processing
issue and retrospectively produced these products again. On 28
January 2013, the latest Version-7 TMPA-RT (2000-now) and research products (2000–2010) were formally released so as to provide the users a new backlog for validation and application
activities. Meanwhile, the retrieval developers called upon all the
TMPA users to immediately switch to the newest Version-7

datasets as soon as practical. More details about this update can
be seen in Huffman and Bolvin (2013).
The dynamical updates of TMPA depicted above can help the
users to better understand and analyze the changes of data accuracy and hydrologic potential of the TMPA products across the different developing stages. In previous studies, many efforts have
been made to investigate the error and uncertainty characteristics
of the Version-6 TMPA products (Scheel et al., 2010; Shen et al.,
2010; Yong et al., 2010; Gourley et al., 2011; Samaniego et al.,
2011; Stampoulis and Anagnostou, 2012; Chen et al., 2013; among
others). Furthermore, several recent studies have reported on the
improvement of the Version-6 TMPA over earlier versions (e.g.,
Su et al., 2011; Yong et al., 2012). As the era toward a Global Precipitation Measurement mission (GPM) approaches, focus on new
measurements will become inevitable. Moreover, the latest Version-7 will likely be the last one for TMPA data. Thus, the objective
of this study is designed to quantify the improvements of the latest
Version-7 TMPA estimates relative to its predecessor (Version-6)
over two typical basins in China at different latitude bands. This
ground validation exercise will be relevant and useful in the
GPM era, as the lessons learned in regards to TMPA’s error characteristics will certainly carry over to GPM algorithms. In this study,
we will focus on: (1) What are the spatiotemporal error characteristics of four standard TMPA products including the real-time
Version-6 3B42RT (hereafter refer to as ‘‘RTV6’’) and post-real-time
3B42V6 (hereafter ‘‘V6’’), and the corresponding Version-7 3B42RT
(hereafter ‘‘RTV7’’) and 3B42V7 (hereafter ‘‘V7’’), and how much do
they differ? (2) What changes happened to the TMPA estimates in
the rainfall intensity distributions after the latest system
upgrade? (3) What implications do results from this study have
on future hydrologic utility (e.g., water resources planning and
management, hydrologic extremes monitoring and warning) of
the Version-7 TMPA datasets in ungauged basins? Therefore, it
seems timely for this paper to employ the independent ground
observations over two representative basins at different latitudes
to directly evaluate and intercompare the TMPA successive version
products.
In the next section, we describe the study basins and the
datasets used. A presentation of the results and analysis follows
in Section 3. Summarizing remarks and conclusions ﬁnalize the
paper in Section 4.

2. Study basins and datasets
In this paper, the four standard TMPA datasets (i.e., RTV6, V6,
RTV7, and V7) computed with the original Version-6 and the latest
Version-7 system are statistically investigated over two representative basins in China. The two basins we studied are the highlatitude Laohahe basin (18,112 km2), situated beyond the TRMM
TMI/PR nominal coverage (38° N–S) and the low-latitude Mishui
basin (10,305 km2), located within the TRMM nominal coverage,
respectively (Fig. 1). These two basins have extraordinarily dense
observation networks that can provide reliable ground veriﬁcation
for the satellite precipitation estimates. The rain gauge networks
are both operated by the Chinese Ministry of Water Resources
(CMWR). As is well known, the Chinese rain gauge data in GPCC
and CAMS are collected from the national standard stations of
the China Meteorological Administration (CMA), so the ground
observations in this study are independent from what Huffman
et al. (2010) used for the gauge analysis in these two successive
versions of TMPA. Moreover, the quality of the rain gauge observations are considered to be very high as each report is doublechecked through manual inspection and using a data quality
program, both of which are detailed in Yong et al. (2010).
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Fig. 1. Topography of the two study basins: (a) Laohahe Basin, and (b) Mishui Basin. Also shown are rain gauge networks and sampling strategies used in this study. Black
squares represent the 16 selected 0.25°  0.25° grid boxes of the TMPA estimates in Laohahe basin and the 11 grid boxes in Mishui basin for veriﬁcation of TMPA estimates.
Numbers are grid IDs (e.g., 0203 represents the 3nd grid box containing 2 gauges and so on).

There are 52 rain gauges evenly distributed within the Laohahe
basin to continuously record observations of daily precipitation
over the past half century. The ground observation network over
the Mishui basin is composed of 35 rain gauges recording daily
precipitation data from 1980 to present. To reduce the scale errors
caused by the direct comparison between the gridded satellite estimates and the point-scale gauge data, we only selected grid boxes
that contained at least 2 gauges and then used the mean value of
all gauges inside each grid box as the ground truth for evaluation,
as adopted by many previous studies (Adler et al., 2003; Chiu et al.,
2006; Chokngamwong and Chiu, 2008; Li et al., 2009; Yong et al.,
2010; Xue et al., 2013). Following this sampling strategy, 16
0.25°  0.25° grid boxes corresponding to TRMM pixel resolution
were selected for the Laohahe basin and 11 grid boxes for the
Mishui basin (Fig. 1). The period analyzed covers 7 years from January
2003 to December 2009, during which both observed precipitation
and the aforementioned satellite datasets are all available.

3. Results and analysis
3.1. Grid-based comparison
Plots of daily and monthly estimates of RTV6, RTV7, V6, and V7
versus gauge observations for the 16 selected grid boxes in the
northern Laohahe basin and the 11 grid boxes in the southern
Mishui basin are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Table 1 lists
the statistical measures of the daily and monthly performances
over these two basins.
Generally, it is clear that all the TMPA products overestimated
precipitation in the high-latitude Laohahe basin and underestimated in the low-latitude Mishui basin. For the Laohahe basin,
there is a gradually increasing correlation coefﬁcient (CC) between
daily TMPA estimates and observed precipitation from Version-6
to Version-7 (Table 1). Especially for the real-time products, the
daily CC value increases from 0.44 for RTV6 to 0.55 for RTV7
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Fig. 2. Scatterplots of the grid-based daily precipitation comparison at the 16 selected grid boxes in the Laohahe basin (top two rows) and the 11 selected grid boxes in the
Mishui basin (bottom two rows), respectively.

(increasing by approximately 25%). Correspondingly, the daily root
mean squared error (RMSE) has an apparent downward trend with
improved algorithm builds. With respect to the systematic bias,
RTV7, however, did not perform as well as expected. The daily
mean error (ME) and relative bias (BIAS) of RTV7 are even slightly
higher than those of RTV6 (see Table 1). But, the research product
V7 exhibits overall improvements against V6 (Fig. 2(c) and (d)). For
example, the values of daily RMSE and BIAS reduce from 3.90 mm

and 23.44% for V6 to 3.71 mm and 20.11% for V7, respectively
(refer to Table 1). In terms of the contingency table statistics, both
real and post-real-time estimates of Version-7 look better than
those of Version-6, except for a slightly higher false alarm ratio
(FAR) with V7 (0.47) relative to that of V6 (0.46).
By comparing values with those in the Laohahe basin, these four
sets of TMPA estimates exhibit better CC values and lower BIAS in
the low-latitude Mishui basin. As anticipated by the TMPA
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Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2 but for monthly comparison.

developers, the new RTV7 algorithm almost completely removed
the negative bias of the RTV6 estimates over this basin. Table 1
indicates that the daily BIAS value dropped from 38.11% for
RTV6 to only 5.88% for RTV7. With respect to the skill of detecting
rainy events, the indices of probability of detection (POD) and critical success index (CSI) are substantially improved from RTV6 to
RTV7 despite a little increase in FAR. On the other hand, the
post-real-time V7 seems to have a better performance than V6

(with the exception of ME and BIAS – the daily values of which
slightly fall from 0.21% and 4.93% to 0.32% and 7.64%,
respectively).
Similar to the daily results, the monthly RTV7 also demonstrated a slight overestimation relative to RTV6 in the Laohahe
basin, while substantial improvements were found in the Mishui
basin (see Fig. 3(a), (b), (e), (f), and Table 1). It is worth noting that
the CC of RTV7 (0.86) against observations is signiﬁcantly higher
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Table 1
Statistical summary of the grid-based comparison of four TMPA precipitation estimates (RTV6, RTV7, V6, and V7) at daily and monthly scales in high-latitude Laohahe basin and
low-latitude Mishui basin.a
Time scale

a

Statistical index

Laohahe Basin

Mishui Basin

RTV6

RTV7

V6

V7

RTV6

RTV7

V6

V7

Daily

CC
RMSE (mm)
ME (mm)
BIAS (%)
POD
FAR
CSI

0.44
5.51
0.90
87.73
0.67
0.62
0.32

0.55
5.18
0.92
89.63
0.72
0.56
0.37

0.56
3.90
0.24
23.44
0.63
0.46
0.41

0.57
3.71
0.21
20.11
0.65
0.47
0.42

0.64
8.67
1.60
38.11
0.51
0.22
0.45

0.69
8.60
0.25
5.88
0.61
0.24
0.51

0.69
8.83
0.21
4.93
0.59
0.22
0.51

0.70
8.44
0.32
7.64
0.61
0.21
0.53

Monthly

CC
RMSE (mm)
ME (mm)
BIAS (%)

0.71
45.97
27.27
87.73

0.86
44.13
27.86
89.63

0.92
19.01
7.29
23.44

0.93
16.76
6.25
20.11

0.80
78.03
48.74
38.11

0.85
57.84
7.52
5.88

0.89
46.78
6.31
4.93

0.90
45.40
9.78
7.64

Notation: The calculating formulae and meaning of all above statistical indices can be referred to Table 1 in Yong et al. (2010).

than that of RTV6 (0.71) in the Laohahe basin, indicating an increase of 21%. Additionally, we ﬁnd that V7 generally provides
the best monthly precipitation estimates over both basins. The
scatter plots from V7 are clustered more closely to the 1:1 line than
those of V6 (see Fig. 3(c), (d), (g), and (h)). Apparently, the bias
adjustment technique based on the GPCC ‘‘full’’ gauge analysis applied in V7 effectively reduced the systematic errors of the TMPA
real-time estimates, and was even superior to the CAMS-based
gauge correction in V6. The post-real-time research products of
TMPA (i.e., V6 and V7) largely outperformed those real-time precipitation estimates (i.e., RTV6 and RTV7) at both daily and
monthly scale, suggesting that the month-to-month gauge adjustments applied to the TMPA system for research purposes substantially improved the data accuracy of the retrievals.
3.2. Basin-wide comparison
In this section, we ﬁrst used the basin-averaged analysis proposed in Yong et al. (2012) to perform the comparison of TMPA
estimates against observations over the whole basin. Thus, the
TMPA’s error characteristics and their changing trends between
two different versions can be crosschecked in two different ways
(i.e., grid-based and basin-averaged) so as to enhance conﬁdence
in the above evaluation results. The statistical indices of basin
averages at both daily and monthly scales are summarized in
Table 2. Overall, as expected, statistics with the basin-averaged
data are better than the results obtained from the grid-based comparisons in the prior section. In general, both TMPA research products outperformed both V6 and V7 real-time products. Relative to
RTV6, the RTV7 seemed to have greatly improved the correlation
between satellite estimates and gauge observations in the high-

latitude Laohahe basin (the CC increased from 0.59 for RTV6 to
0.72 for RTV7, refer to Table 2) and signiﬁcantly reduced the
systematic bias in the low-latitude Mishui basin (e.g., the BIAS
dropped from 39.20% for RTV6 to 8.16% for RTV7). When comparing to V6, V7 has better statistical performance over both validation basins, but such improvement is not so notable compared to
the differences between RTV6 and RTV7.
To further investigate the spatial distribution of computed error
metrics, we employed two spatial interpolation techniques to generate continuous precipitation surfaces over both validation basins.
First, the 0.25°  0.25° gridded TMPA estimates were interpolated
to 0.0625°  0.0625° datasets by using a simple cropping approach
(Hossain and Huffman, 2008). Then, the gauge observations were
interpolated onto the same resolution using the kriging method
(Oliver and Webster, 1990). Subsequently, we computed three representative indices, CC, ME, and POD to evaluate the spatial rainfall
patterns over the study basins.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the spatial distributions of CC, ME, POD,
which were computed from the interpolated daily precipitation
datasets of four TMPA products against gauge observations on
the 0.0625°  0.0625° resolution grid. For the Laohahe basin, it
can be seen that the CC of RTV7, V6, and V7 is signiﬁcantly higher
than that of RTV6 across the whole basin (Fig. 4). Moreover, all four
TMPA products have similarities in their relative spatial performance. Fig. 4(a)–(d) show that the worst CC values appear in the
northwest (high elevation and latitude) and improve toward the
southeast (low elevation and latitude). Additionally, the real-time
TMPA products (i.e., RTV6 and RTV7) have an apparent overestimation problem over the entire basin (Fig. 4(e) and (f)), and these systematic biases are effectively minimized by the gauge-based
adjustment in the research products (V6 and V7; see Fig. 4(g)

Table 2
Same as Table 1 but for basin averages.
Time scale

Statistical index

Laohahe Basin

Mishui Basin

RTV6

RTV7

V6

V7

RTV6

RTV7

V6

V7

Daily

CC
RMSE (mm)
ME (mm)
BIAS (%)
POD
FAR
CSI

0.59
3.81
0.86
82.96
0.79
0.52
0.43

0.72
3.40
0.89
85.74
0.86
0.48
0.48

0.74
2.41
0.22
21.63
0.77
0.33
0.56

0.75
2.28
0.19
18.63
0.79
0.34
0.56

0.75
6.63
1.64
39.20
0.59
0.13
0.54

0.79
5.98
0.34
8.16
0.72
0.15
0.64

0.78
6.28
0.25
6.02
0.70
0.14
0.63

0.81
5.76
0.36
8.67
0.72
0.13
0.65

Monthly

CC
RMSE (mm)
ME (mm)
BIAS (%)

0.82
37.07
26.20
82.96

0.92
38.01
27.08
85.74

0.98
11.94
6.83
21.63

0.98
10.40
5.88
18.63

0.85
70.64
49.82
39.20

0.89
45.29
10.37
8.16

0.94
33.78
7.66
6.02

0.95
32.71
11.02
8.67
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Fig. 4. Spatial distributions of statistical indices computed from the (1st column) RTV6, (2nd) RTV7, (3rd) V6, and (4th) V7 daily precipitation at 0.0625°  0.0625° resolution
over the Laohahe basin: (a–d) correlation coefﬁcient (CC), (e–h) mean error (ME), and (i–l) probability of detection (POD).

and (h)). But, it is worth noting that the real-time TMPA products
are generally superior to the research products in their ability to
detect rain events (Fig. 4(i)–(l)). Apparently, the gauge adjustment
procedure in the research products is successful in correcting bias,
but results in poorer rainfall detectability. Furthermore, the RTV7
has the highest POD values over the entire basin, which exhibits
a signiﬁcant improvement relative to previous RTV6 (Fig. 4(i) and
(j)). Similar to CC, the POD distributions also demonstrate a relatively poor performance at high elevations and high latitudes,
while better results are obtained at low elevations and low latitudes. This dependence of performance on geo-topography has
been found previously and is described in more detail in Yong
et al. (2010).
In the Mishui basin, the worst skill scores in terms of CC, ME
and POD were all found for RTV6 (Fig. 5). Similar to the statistical
distributions in Fig. 4, the CC values for RTV7, V6, and V7 have also
greatly improved over the whole Mishui basin when compared to
RTV6 (Fig. 5(a)–(d)). However, rather than amplifying overestimation for the Laohahe basin, the systematic error in RTV7 for the
Mishui basin is lower than that of RTV6 (Fig. 5(e) and (f)), suggesting that the newly introduced SSMIS data in RTV7 may not have
effectively reduced TMPA’s systematic biases in higher-latitude
belts. The spatial distribution of error metrics in the lower-latitude
Mishui basin does not display apparent geo-topographic dependence such as in the high-latitude Laohahe basin.
3.3. Seasonal comparison
To help diagnose the potential seasonal dependence of errors
with satellite-based precipitation estimates, we further investigated the time series variation and the seasonal statistics of the
RTV6, RTV7, V6, and V7 datasets over both validation basins.
Fig. 6 depicts the monthly variations of mean precipitation and

error of all the selected grids for four TMPA products against gauge
observations during the period 2003–09. Table 3 lists the statistical
summary of seasonal comparisons including spring (March–May),
summer (June–August), autumn (September–November), and winter (December-February) by computing at daily scale. Generally, it
is apparent that the research products (V6 and V7) have better
agreement with gauge observations than the real-time products
(RTV6 and RTV7) over both basins (see Fig. 6(a) and (c)). By analyzing the statistical indices of error and bias (i.e., RMSE, ME, and
BIAS), we can conclude that the overestimation of RTV7 relative
to RTV6 over the Laohahe basin found in prior daily and monthly
comparisons (Figs. 2 and 3) is primarily attributed to the increased
biases of the RTV7 algorithm for summer rainstorms (Fig. 6(a) and
Table 3). As for the other three seasons, the values of error and bias
for RTV7 are lower than those of RTV6 (Table 3). Also, all the statistical indices show that the post-real-time V7 outperformed V6
with higher correlation, lower bias, and better detection for rain
events during summer months over this high-latitude basin. In
contrast, the underestimation with RTV6 during summer months
in the low-latitude Mishui basin was substantially improved by
the RTV7 algorithm, but such improvements do not appear from
V6 to V7. For example, the BIAS rises from 24.81% for RTV6 to
4.98% for RTV7, while this value decreases from 5.94% for V6 to
8.48% for V7. Generally speaking, the high variability and more
intense rain rates with warm season rainfall largely inﬂuence the
main trend of annual error characteristics among the different satellite precipitation estimates as presented in Table 1.
In winter, the CC is increased from RTV6 (0.11) to RTV7 (0.14) in
the Laohahe basin, while the error and bias have an obvious
decreasing tendency (see Table 3). For instance, the BIAS signiﬁcantly decreased from 1566.27% (for RTV6) to 601.90% (for
RTV7), a 62% drop. But, the indices of POD, FAR, and CSI between
these two real-time products are the same. With respect to the
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4 but for Mishui basin.

post-real-time products, V7 performs slightly poorer than V6 in
this basin. On the other hand, there is a clear improvement in
the Mishui basin from the Version-6 TMPA estimates to Version7 during winter months. This conclusion can be derived from all
the statistical indices. Moreover, the abnormal CC and BIAS for
the Laohahe basin were not found in the Mishui basin due to much
less snowfall events occurring in winter over this low-latitude basin. Additionally, it is notable that the most serious underestimation of the four TMPA estimates in the Mishui basin occurred in
the summer of 2007 when typhoon Shengpa (during August 18th
to 25th) swept across the basin, suggesting that all the satellitebased precipitation products underestimate the typhoon rainstorms as compared to rain gauge measurements (Fig. 6(c) and
(d)). This ﬁnding is consistent with the results of Shen et al.
(2010) and Chen et al. (2013). Apparently, even the newest satellite
rainfall products are deﬁcient in estimating extreme rain events.
3.4. Errors as a function of rainfall intensity
In addition to the dependence of error on seasonality discussed
in the prior section, satellite-based precipitation estimates have
been found to exhibit strong rain-rate dependency (Tian et al.,
2009, 2010). These error characteristics are of utmost importance
for applications that forecast ﬂash ﬂoods and rainfall-triggered
landslides, which are highly sensitive to the intensity distributions
of precipitation amounts and durations. To investigate the rainrate dependency of TMPA, we show the intensity distributions of
daily precipitation amounts for both validation basins in Fig. 7(a)
and (b), and the daily number of precipitation events in Fig. 7(c)

and (d). The intensity distribution curves of ﬁve precipitation datasets (i.e., gauge, RTV6, RTV7, V6, and V7) in Fig. 7 are computed
over the 16 selected grid boxes in the Laohahe basin and 11 grid
boxes in the Mishui basin. First, Fig. 7(a) and (b) clearly show that
RTV7 did not outperform RTV6 in the high-latitude Laohahe basin,
while the expected improvements were found in the low-latitude
Mishui basin. In terms of intensity distributions, the performance
of RTV7 in the Mishui basin approached a similar level of quality
as the research products. Therefore, the gauge-based bias-correction seems more important for those high-latitude regions with
frequent snowy events in winter. Second, the intensity distributions of the research products, V6 and V7, agree well with those
of gauge observations. However, compared to V6, the improvement of V7 is insigniﬁcant across almost all the rain-rate bins. In
addition, it is noted that all the TMPA products underestimate precipitation amounts at high rain rates (>128 mm/day) in the Mishui
basin (Fig. 7(b)). This further supports our aforementioned explanation that the current satellite-based estimates are prone to
underestimate extreme precipitation events, such as typhoon rainstorms. Consequently, users should consider whether this behavior
is acceptable for their applications, especially for applications that
are sensitive to higher rain rates over similar low-latitude regions.
The intensity distributions of the daily number of precipitation
events focus on the more common, low rain rates. Fig. 7(c) and (d)
generally illustrate an interesting error feature in that the four
TMPA products systematically overestimated gauge observations
in the Laohahe basin, while an opposite underestimation occurred
in the Mishui basin. For the Laohahe basin, the V6 evidently captures more rainy events than the other three TMPA products in
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Fig. 6. Temporal evaluation of average monthly precipitation of the 16 selected grid boxes in Laohahe basin (top two rows) and the 11 selected grid boxes in Mishui basin
(bottom two rows), respectively: (a and c) monthly precipitation time series, (b and d) mean error.

the range of 1–8 mm/day. In contrast, there is not much difference
between the four TMPA estimates at low rain rates in the Mishui
basin. Finally, Fig. 7(b) and (d) also indicate serious underestimation of RTV6 relative to other TMPA datasets at the medium rain
rates (approximately in the range of 10–100 mm/day) in the
Mishui basin.

4. Summary and conclusions
The main objective of this study is to quantify the difference between the successive Version-6 and Version-7 TMPA precipitation
estimates by using independent, quality-controlled rain gauge networks with a long period of record. We evaluated and compared
the error characteristics of four TMPA mainstream products, the
real-time RTV6 and RTV7 and the post-real-time V6 and V7, for a
period of 7 years (2003–09) over two representative basins of
China located at high and low latitude bands, respectively. The
assessments reported in this paper will provide the TMPA user
community and algorithm developers with some insights about
the performance of the newest Version-7 and previous Version-6
for water resources applications and hydrologic extremes. This
information will also be quite useful for forthcoming algorithm
development in the GPM era. Based on our investigation, we conclude the following:
(1) Overall, all the TMPA products tend to overestimate precipitation over the high-latitude Laohahe basin and underestimate over the low-latitude Mishui basin. Compared to the

gauge observations, the RMSE values of daily RTV6, RTV7,
V6, and V7 estimates are 5.5 mm, 5.2 mm, 3.9 mm, 3.7 mm
in the Laohahe basin and 8.7 mm, 8.6 mm, 8.8 mm, 8.4 mm
in the Mishui basin, respectively. By comprehensively analyzing three statistical indices including correlation, bias,
and contingency table statistics, we concluded that the latest
Version-7 TMPA product generally performs better than the
original Version-6 over both validation basins at both daily
and monthly scales. This further strengthens the hydrological users’ conﬁdence to select the newer version of TMPA
precipitation estimates for water resources management
purposes.
(2) In terms of systematic bias, both grid-based and basin-wide
comparisons indicate the newest RTV7 greatly outperformed
the RTV6 in the Mishui basin (from 38.1% with RTV6 to
5.9% with RTV7 for daily BIAS), but such improvement
was not found in the Laohahe basin. Relative to RTV6
(87.7% for daily scale), the RTV7 suffers even larger positive
bias (89.6%) in this high-latitude basin. However, we noted
that the RTV7 correlates signiﬁcantly better with gauge
observations than RTV6, indicating that the overestimation
of RTV7 for the Laohahe basin can mostly be attributed to
systematic bias. Therefore, the results suggest the need for
efforts to further advance the data accuracy of newest Version-7 TMPA real-time products (e.g., 3B40RT, 3B41RT, and
3B42RT), in particular for high-latitude regions.
(3) Among the four studied TMPA products, the V7 has the best
performance over both validation basins. For the Mishui
basin, the improvements from V6 to V7 are not so
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Table 3
Statistical summary of grid-based seasonal comparisons of four TMPA precipitation estimates (RTV6, RTV7, V6, and V7) at daily scale in high-latitude Laohahe basin and lowlatitude Mishui basin, respectively.
Basin name

Statistical index Spring
RTV6

Laohahe Basin CC
RMSE (mm)
ME (mm)
BIAS (%)
POD
FAR
CSI
Mishui Basin

CC
RMSE (mm)
ME (mm)
BIAS (%)
POD
FAR
CSI

Summer
RTV7

0.34
0.47
4.60
3.56
0.86
0.71
123.56 101.80
0.58
0.63
0.72
0.71
0.23
0.25
0.65
9.42
2.26
37.08
0.57
0.18
0.51

0.71
9.35
0.16
2.63
0.69
0.18
0.60

V6

V7

0.53
2.83
0.12
16.62
0.49
0.55
0.31

0.55
2.58
0.15
21.42
0.54
0.59
0.30

0.69
9.77
0.23
3.70
0.66
0.16
0.58

0.70
9.45
0.60
9.86
0.68
0.16
0.60

RTV6

Autumn
RTV7

Winter

V6

V7

RTV6

0.46 0.53
8.01 8.71
0.97 1.88
36.72 70.74
0.70 0.78
0.40 0.38
0.48 0.53

0.50
6.73
0.54
20.23
0.71
0.37
0.50

0.52
6.43
0.38
14.27
0.73
0.34
0.53

0.48
0.57 0.65 0.65
0.11
4.43
3.88 2.59 2.50
4.00
0.88
0.73 0.26 0.23
0.87
133.00 110.52 39.04 35.01 1566.27
0.69
0.71 0.61 0.63
0.48
0.65
0.57 0.51 0.51
0.95
0.30
0.36 0.37 0.38
0.05

0.64 0.66
12.39 12.43
1.54 0.31
24.81 4.98
0.70 0.81
0.26 0.29
0.56 0.61

0.69
11.68
0.37
5.94
0.77
0.27
0.60

0.71
11.27
0.53
8.48
0.79
0.27
0.61

0.63
5.25
0.67
33.77
0.48
0.29
0.40

RTV7

0.69
5.15
0.17
8.81
0.56
0.33
0.44

V6

0.70
5.64
0.11
5.71
0.54
0.30
0.44

V7

0.71
5.51
0.04
2.00
0.53
0.29
0.44

RTV6

0.53
5.46
1.94
77.98
0.20
0.13
0.19

RTV7
0.14
1.75
0.33
601.90
0.48
0.95
0.05
0.66
5.11
0.98
39.28
0.28
0.11
0.27

V6

V7

0.19
0.15
0.65
0.66
0.04
0.06
80.42 108.93
0.17
0.17
0.92
0.93
0.06
0.05
0.68
6.84
0.35
13.95
0.30
0.11
0.29

0.72
6.09
0.19
7.68
0.34
0.11
0.33

Fig. 7. (a and b) Daily precipitation amount (mm day 1), and (c and d) number of daily precipitation events (count day 1) as a function of precipitation rate (mm day 1) for
the (left) 16 selected grid boxes in Laohahe basin, and (right) 11 selected grid boxes in Mishui basin, respectively, for the RTV6, RTV7, V6, and V7 compared with the gauge
observation. The logarithmic scale was used to bin the precipitation rates.

remarkable as those between RTV6 and RTV7. All statistics
indicate the real-time RTV7 has almost reached the accuracy
level of the post-real-time research products. This implies
that the incorporation of SSMIS sensor data in the current
Version-7 TMPA system provides more high-quality passive
microwave data, which signiﬁcantly improved the accuracy
of TMPA real-time precipitation estimates over this lowlatitude basin. Although the new GPCC full analysis used in
V7 generally worked slightly better than the CAMS analysis
in V6, application of a bias correction computed at monthly
scale and applied to daily rainfall has limitations.
(4) Due to a majority of the rainfall occurring during summer
months for our study basins, the remote-sensing estimates
evaluated in this study show an obvious dependence of the
error on the warm season. Moreover, all the TMPA products

largely underestimated the rainfall during extreme typhoon
events (e.g., the Shengpa typhoon over the Mishui basin in
August 2007). For the Laohahe basin, the lowest correlation
and the largest biases between TMPA estimates and gauge
observations occur in winter. This is because at high latitudes the frozen surfaces prevent retrievals with passive
microwave window channels that respond to scattering
(Yong et al., 2012). From this perspective, we would argue
that accurate detection and estimation of precipitation during the winter months (especially for high-latitude regions)
still remain a challenge for current satellite remote-sensing
precipitation retrievals.
(5) The intensity distributions of daily precipitation show that
the post-real-time V6 and V7 were signiﬁcantly improved
when compared to the real-time RTV6 and RTV7 in the
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Laohahe basin. For the Mishui basin, the RTV6 is apparently
the worst one, while the RTV7 has a similar performance as
the post-real-time V6 and V7. Moreover, we also note that
the RTV6 deviates from the gauge observations at the intensity range of 10–100 mm/day, meaning that the improvement of RTV7 against RTV6 chieﬂy occurred within these
medium-intensity rain rates. Finally, all products dramatically underestimated the precipitation amounts for strong
events (>128 mm/day) in the low-latitude Mishui basin. This
highlights the need for caution when using the new Version7 of TMPA precipitation estimates for monitoring heavy
rainfall-related hydrologic extremes.
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